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Abstract

This article explores whether GTS (gaze time on screen) can be useful as an

engagement measure in the screen mediated learning context. Research that

exemplifies ways of measuring engagement in the on-line education context

usually does not address engagement metrics and engagement evaluation

methods that are unique to the diverse contemporary instructional media

landscape. Nevertheless, unambiguous construct definitions of engagement and

standardized engagement evaluation methods are needed to leverage instructional

media’s efficacy. By analyzing the results from a mixed methods eye-tracking

study of fifty-seven participants evaluating their visual and assembly performance

levels in relation to three visual, procedural instructions that are versions of the

same procedural instruction, we found that the mean GTS-values in each group

were rather similar. However, the original GTS-values outputted from the ET-

computer were not entirely correct and needed to be manually checked and cross

validated. Thus, GTS appears not to be a reliable, universally applicable

automatic engagement measure in screen-based instructional efforts. Still, we

could establish that the overall performance of learners was somewhat negatively

impacted by lower than mean GTS-scores, when checking the performance levels

of the entire group (N ¼ 57). When checking the stimuli groups individually (N

¼ 17, 20, 20), the structural diagram group’s assembly time durations were

positively influenced by higher than mean GTS-scores.
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1. Introduction

The mixed-methods eye-tracking study presented in this article explores how 57 stu-

dents’ off-line and online eye-movement behavior impact on their ability to compre-

hend and successfully use diagram and video assembly instructions (see Fig. 1). This

exploration is based on basic statistical data analyses that all include gaze time on

screen (GTS) eye-tracking (ET) data from three stimuli-groups’ screening sessions

(N ¼ 17, 20, 20) in addition to data from observational video recordings of the stim-

uli-groups’ assembly sessions.

In the screen-based instructional milieu, students and learners frequently encounter

either static media e pictures, drawings and diagrams e or transient media such as

various types of animations or videos. As noted by Clark and Mayer in e-Learning

and the Science of Instruction (2016), static instructional visuals and instructional

videos condition the learner’s engagement differently and are therefore associated

with different gain scores (pp. 224e230). Clark and Mayer distinguish between

two types of engagement: psychological and behavioral. Behavioral engagement

is “any overt action by the learner” during a learning activity (p. 223). Similar to
Fig. 1. Figure showing the instructions featured in the conducted study: The Structural Diagram (top

left), the Action Diagram (top right), and a still from sequence no. 7 of the Live Action Video. Here,

the original aspect ratio of the video is not preserved.
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how Boucheix et al. (2013) and Fredricks et al. (2004, p.771) define behavioral

engagement, this article is centered on one particular physical overt action, namely

eye-movement behavior. Attending to relevant visual information with one’s eyes is

necessary for learning, and eye-tracking (ET) studies can provide deeper insights

into visual attention and learning processes of students when they interact with

different types of “diagrams” and “videos” (Boucheix; Lowe, 2010; De Koning

et al., 2010; Kriz and Hegarty, 2007; Lohmeyer and Meboldt, 2015; Matthiesen

et al., 2013; Ozcelik et al., 2009, 2010; Ruckpaul et al., 2015; Wang and

Antonenko, 2017).

The question of whether a particular instructional design is engaging or not may be

answered by analyzing assumed links between visual behavior factors and perfor-

mance factors. Existing eye-tracking research that feature many different kinds of

instructional visuals and various populations of learners shows that when visual

behavior can be defined as optimal, engagement can be defined as successful, and

learning can be expected to improve. For example, the studies by Boucheix and

Lowe (2010), De Koning et al. (2010), Kriz and Hegarty (2007), Ozcelik et al.

(2009, 2010) and Scheiter and Eitel (2015), all indicate that high levels of visual

attention, that are assumed to relate to an increase in cognitive processing, result

in superior performance outcomes. Thus, the accepted hypothesis among eye-

tracking scholars that do research on visual instructions is that low gaze time scores

impact on performance negatively. It is this expectation and pre-understanding that

informs the statistical data analyses based on performance measures presented in this

article. Here, it must be noted from the outset that “performance” refers to either stu-

dents’ GTS-scores (see next section on the GTS-measure) or assembly performance.

Assembly performance is learners’ ability to quickly, and, more importantly, accu-

rately assemble an object, in this case a solar powered toy (see Fig. 1).

However, the concept of physical engagement is not as straightforward as it first

might seem and there are a few inconclusive studies and divergent findings with re-

gard to the relations between visual attention and learning outcomes. In brief, the

crux of the matter is that the tacit assumption that attention is linked to foveal

gaze direction is not always correct (Duchowski, 2007, p 12). For instance,

Ozcelik et al. (2010), in their diagram-based multimedia study including forty under-

graduate students, showed that shorter search times, but not overall fixation times,

for signaled design elements were related to better transfer performance. Similarly,

Boucheix and Lowe (2010) analyzed comprehension scores, and concluded that

continuous cueing (a spreading color cue) primarily supported learners in the initial

stages of processing the animations, not so much in later stages. Wang and

Antonenko (2017), in their ET-study, including 37 undergraduate students, on the

learning effects related to the visual presence of an instructor in videos on mathe-

matics, conclude that no significant effects were found on learning transfer scores,

but that enhanced videos attracted viewers’ attention and that this led to better recall
on.2018.e00660
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of information as well as higher overall satisfaction. Other research-based studies

establish no link at all between what is considered key eye-tracking parameters

and learning, such as the in studies by De Koning et al. (2010), Jarodzka et al.

(2013), Kriz and Hegarty (2007) and van Marlen et al. (2016). As noted by

Scheiter and Eitel (2015), such divergent results, indicating that an increase in visual

attention that is followed by an increase in cognitive processing does not result in

better learning, call into question the absoluteness of the eye-mind assumption by

Just and Carpenter (1980). Hence, it is not for certain that on target gaze patterns

or/and longer gaze times always correlate with positive learning outcomes, although

the prevailing assumption is that they should. Moreover, these divergent results cast

doubt on whether it is at all feasible to assess learners’ behavioral engagement via the

means of eye-tracking.

Yet, considering the rapid and continuous expansion of online instructional efforts in

higher education and training settings, the capacity to assess learners’ engagement

when interacting with visual instructions displayed on screens is unprecedentedly

important. According to Henrie, Halverson and Graham, unambiguous construct

definitions of engagement and standardized engagement evaluation methods are

needed to leverage instructional media’s efficacy in the contemporary digital

learning setting. If not, digital instructional practices that leverage greater engage-

ment cannot be satisfactorily identified (2015). Using gaze time on screen (GTS)

as an ET-based engagement-measure could therefore be useful as part of unobtrusive

evaluation methods suitable for the burgeoning digital, visual, educational setting.
1.1. The GTS-measure

One possible way of assessing learners’ behavioral engagement would be to employ

the GTS (gaze time on screen) measure. This, we speculate, may be technologically

achieved by the employment of eye-tracking capable cameras in e-learning environ-

ments. GTS measures the time an eye-tracker can track the corneal reflections of a

person’s eyes. Thus, it is a global ET-data measure, that may be broken down

into other AoI-specific (Areas of Interests) measures. GTS-scores then provide an

on-line to off-line ratio, since GTS is total on-line time as percentage of task time.

Our definition of off-line behavior (i.e. disengagement) may include, for instance,

blinking, closing the eyes, looking up, or assuming postures that involve not looking

directly at the screen. However, it is not within the scope of this article to establish

what this off-line behavior really consists of. On-line time is made up primarily of

fixations. Fixations normally constitute about 90% of an ET-recording’s gaze sam-

ples. However, in the present article, we also include saccades as part of on-line time,

since one of the stimuli featured in this article consists of moving images.

In ET-based research efforts, type of measurements and how variables are being op-

erationalized require careful consideration (Holmqvist et al., 2011; Duchowski,
on.2018.e00660
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2007). In such ET-research, GTS is normally used as an ET-data quality indicator

measure. Low GTS-scores indicate “bad data”. Post experiments, properly set

GTS-levels are considered to warrant complete sets of ET-data that facilitate non-

distorted ET-data analyses, irrespective of type of stimuli (Hvelplund, 2011, p.

104; Sjørup, 2013, p. 105). This is deemed important (by researchers), since ET-

systems are extremely sensitive to inferior system calibration, abnormally oscillating

eye-movements, as well as other external error-inducing factors (Duchowski, 2007,

p.178; Holmqvist et al., 2011, p. 29). Hence, GTS-scores seldom reach 100%, unless

task time is extremely short (and participants do not blink). In an ET-study on cogni-

tive load and continuity editing in documentary filmmaking by Swenberg and

Eriksson (2017), the GTS-threshold was set to 2 SD under the mean value

(93.5%) ¼ 82,4%. In other words, in that study the eye-movement data sets that

were associated with a lower than 82,4% GTS-score were considered substandard.

However, which eye-tracking data sets that should be considered “bad”, and which

ones that should not, is not self-evident. Standardized guidelines regarding how

exactly to establish relevant GTS-levels remain unspecified. Depending on the

type of data streams available, a high GTS-score is likely to be around 95%, and

an acceptable score around 80% (Hvelplund, 2011, pp. 103e108). In ET-research

on reading and translation, considerably lower levels are regarded as “acceptable”

(Sjørup, 2013). Thus, in this article, we accept that what is ‘acceptable’, or not, in

terms of GTS-scores, is somewhat arbitrary. Here, it may be noted that among the

participants who generated the data for the analysis of this study, the average

GTS-score was 89,3%. Therefore, in this article, we do not consider certain GTS-

scores, for instance, as being “high” or “low”, or falling within a range of accept-

ability. Instead, we simply establish GTS-means.

Task specificities and designerly issues can be factors that influence GTS-means, at

least to the extent that reading text does not require the same levels of behavioral

engagement as decoding instructional pictures/images. Rosenfield et al., in their

study on reading from digital screens that included 16 visually-normal subjects, sug-

gest that rapid blinking, or very little blinking, is due to the “cognitive demand” of

the task (2015). However, according to cognitive load theorists, it is doubtful

whether behavioral disengagement/engagement has anything to do with task diffi-

culty (Sweller, Ayres & Kalyuga, 2011).

Another possibility is that the GTS-measure may capture visual behavior that reflects

the narrative functionality of the stimuli that is used, what comics scholar McCloud

discusses in terms of “closure” (1993) and what art and cognition scholar Stafford

refers to as onlookers’ “binding” (2007). Perhaps periods of refocusing and “resting”

ones eyes in between the depicted procedural steps might be captured by using GTS

as an engagement measure. In other words, it is possible that closure, what here

might be labeled as disengagement, actually equals something akin to cognitive
on.2018.e00660
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focus. Such possible cognitive focus would, then, be very obvious in the context of

procedural instructions since all such visuals are narratives that aim to explicitly

show step by step procedures (Daniel and Tversky, 2012). Still, the prevailing notion

among eye-tracking scholars that employ the GTS-measure as an ET-data quality

measure is that gaze time could be a result of a wide range of different external fac-

tors, not stimuli specific factors, such as an individual’s fatigue, motivation,

emotional state, prior knowledge, ability level or, we speculate, “mind wandering

tendencies” (Loh et al., 2016). This quality is essentially what makes it valid an

ET-data quality indicator measure. Likewise, in this article we propose it is this qual-

ity that would make it valid an engagement measure. Its validity depends upon its

assumed applicability across media platforms.

In brief, then, in the study presented in this article, we predict that the students’GTS-

scores are likely not to reflect the complexity of the learning materials used, their de-

signs, and, consequently, most likely do not correlate with the students’ assembly

performance scores. To the contrary, we think, that it is more likely that, for

example, ability levels or/and visual literacy capacities correlate with performance

scores, rather that on-target gaze patterns (however, this remains to be verified).

See Eriksson et al. (2014) on the issue of the relations between “assembly perfor-

mance” and “visual literacy capacities”.
1.2. Static and transient instructions

The conducted study features both static and transient examples of visual, proce-

dural instructions. Transient, visual, instructions are basically videos, i.e. visual in-

structions that actually move and that are time-based. In the educational psychology

discourse the term “animation” and the more retro sounding and ambiguous term

“multimedia” are more frequently used instead of “video”. In static representations,

movement and the passing of time are only implied. Examples of such visuals are

pictures, diagrams or/and drawings (some drawings are diagrams). The instructions

in this article feature the same object to be assembled (a solar powered toy), while

representing unambiguous, visual instructional archetypes that, in turn, represent

commonly used instructional media types in online learning efforts. These are two

diagrams (line drawings), and one live action video (see Fig. 1). First and foremost,

these stimuli represent two different representation modes, the static, and the tran-

sient representation mode.

Cognitive psychologist Barbara Tversky suggests that the fleeting nature of anima-

tions is challenging for learners (Tversky et al., 2002), and that transient stimuli

leave too little room for purposeful acts of interpretation (Tversky, 2011). This high-

lights the assumed advantage of diagrams in screen-based learning efforts, suggest-

ing that they promote psychological engagement to a higher degree than so-called,

“animations”, and that, on the whole, psychological engagement surpasses
on.2018.e00660
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behavioral engagement with regards to learning outcomes (Clark and Mayer, 2016).

Yet, quite naturally, in comparison to static visuals, transient media offers better rep-

resentations of temporal aspects, for instance, how movements play out over time.

H€offler and Leutner (2007) call this the procedural-motor advantage of animated

presentations. In certain instructional contexts, this aspect is considered a success

factor in terms of learners’ cognitive performance (Hooijdonk and Krahmer,

2008). There are several research-based instructional media assessments informed

by Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988, 2010), and Cognitive Theory of Multi-

media Learning (Mayer, 2005) that aim to circumscribe the temporal aspect afford-

ance of videos (Ayres and Paas, 2007; Boucheix and Forestier, 2017; Cojean and

Jamet, 2017; Castro-Alonso, 2015; Sweller, Ayres & Kalyuga, 2011; Wong et al.,

2012; Ibrahim, 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2014; Marcus et al., 2013 Merkt et al., 2011;

Watson et al., 2010). Apart from the transient effect, these research-based studies

also address a few other moderating variables that seem to mitigate the temporal af-

fordance of transient instructional media. Videos are often inherently multimodal,

and are more likely to suffer from low “semiotic clarity” (Figl et al., 2010) than static

media that tends to be based on simple percepts. Moreover, videos e short abstract

animations aside e tend to be information overloaded. The scanning and decoding

of detail rich videos may therefore become an arduous, physical task that requires

great concentration and focus. However, in theory at least, optimal viewing strate-

gies, such as quick on-target fixations, can counter adverse effects.

As briefly discussed in the previous section on the GTS-measure, static and transient

instructions’ differences can also be discussed in terms of mental animation efforts,

or levels of “closure”. This is the process whereby humans fill in the gaps between

images, and transform them conceptually into a unified idea (McCloud, 1993, pp.

60e93; Cohn, 2013). The action diagram instructional type differs from the struc-

tural diagram instructional media type in that it requires a very high degree of

closure, more specifically, the moment-to-moment and action-to-action closure cat-

egories (McCloud, 1993, p.70). The structural diagram involves the aspect-to-aspect

closure category, the “wandering eye” being its hallmark (p.72). In comparison, the

process of closure, when it comes to most videos, would be imperceptible, contin-

uous, and largely involuntary (McCloud, 1993, p.68). Thus, in spite of the diagrams

belonging to the same instructional archetype, in some ways, the video in the pre-

sented study has more things in common with the structural diagram, than the struc-

tural diagram has with the action diagram, since both the structural diagram and the

video appear more “informationally complete” (Watson et al., 2010, p.91), and thus

require relatively low levels of closure. It is a possibility that “closure” conditions

learners’ visual behavior when they interact with static and transient procedural in-

structions and that “closure” manifests itself as off-line visual behavior of different

degrees depending on what type of procedural instruction that triggers it.
on.2018.e00660
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1.3. The live action video instructional format

The present study includes one particular kind of transient media, i.e. a Live Action

Video (LAV). Here, the LAV-format and its specific designerly aspects and narra-

tive inclinations deserve further consideration since LAVs are associated with spe-

cific instructional affordances that differ from other transient media. Live Action

Video is what a video camera records when a videographer pushes the record button

and records activity, capturing the world as we know it, live in front of the lens,

thereof the term “live action”. LAVs are thus photographic in nature. Hence,

LAV does not require copious and costly post-production activities that aim to

conform indirect perception to direct perception (Anderson and Anderson, 2005),

and emotional design aspects that are conducive to learning (Mayer and Estrella,

2014) come at no extra cost. Undoubtedly, this explains why there are hundreds

of millions of how-to LAVs on YouTube. With regard to live action cinematog-

raphy, the father of direct perception theory, James J. Gibson thus once claimed

“Moviemakers are closer to life than picturemakers” (1979, p.293).

This kind of “realism” is discussed by J.C. Castro-Alonso et al. (2015), in their study

on transient affordances in procedural, instructional live action videos, in terms of

the activation of embodied cognitive systems and the human movement effect.

Such activation is less affected by working memory limitations, when primary infor-

mation is used to assist in the acquisition of cultural knowledge (Paas and Sweller,

2012). This means that LAVs are a perfect medial vehicle for exploiting humans’

cognitive architecture, since biologically primary knowledge is integral to LAVs,

as they often feature real people who make actual real movements, which, in turn,

exhibit naturally occurring cues and signals. This partly explains the LAV’s popular

appeal in traditional educational settings, in that it is the most cost-effective way of

creating realistic video content, what Chih-Ming Chen and Chung-Hsin Wu call

“video lecture styles” (2015). This is also what J.C. Castro-Alonso et al. (2015),

and Wong et al. (2012) use as material for their instructional so-called “animations”.

However, in comparison to (computer generated-) animations, LAVs are not

burdened by unfamiliarity and the uncanny valley effect (Lowe and Boucheix,

2011). Still, the quality of cinematic realism is easily compromised by surface as-

pects, such as, for instance, poor resolution (Eriksson and Eriksson, 2015), and inter-

face information overloads. Therefore, transient realism may come at a cost, due to

the fact that it may cause cognitive load to exceed working memory limits (Wong

et al., 2012). Nevertheless, as successful filmmakers have long since realized, a

clear-cut narrative subordinates presentation aspects to the story and makes the

viewing experience effortless. This is what J. D. Anderson describes as the process

whereby the “questionable status” of images is supported by the story it conveys,

thereby placing the irrational actions portrayed in a rational narrative context
on.2018.e00660
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(2005). This is to say that it is likely that an unambiguous narrative probably lessens

the need for compensatory top-down processing.
1.4. Research question and objective

In this article, the analysis is driven by one primary research question:What do GTS-

scores indicate about learners’ performance in a learning situation that involves

static and transient procedural, screen-based, visual instructions? Given the theo-

retical perspectives and empirical evidence presented, the current study was de-

signed to explore the potential use of GTS as an engagement measure within the

context of visual, procedural instructions of three kinds: one structural diagram,

one action diagram and one live action video that is based on the diagrams (i.e.

they are information equivalent). The objective is to, first, establish the visual in-

structions’ respective efficacy, i.e. their associated performance scores. Second, to

check whether the learners’ GTS-scores correlate with their performance scores.

Third, to check if there are statistically significant differences between the means

of three stimuli groups with regards to build time, build error and GTS-scores (using

ANOVA). Fourth, to check if there are differences between the “low” and “high”

GTS performance classes, regarding build time and build error in each stimuli group

(using ANOVA).
1.5. Contribution

Research that exemplifies ways of measuring engagement in the instructional screen-

based context is rare and usually does not address engagement metrics and engage-

ment evaluation methods that are unique to the diverse contemporary instructional

media landscape. The exploration of this potential use in this article complements

existing literature and could reduce the confounding roles that quality factors, medial

affordances, and the diversity that the role of screen-based visual instructions plays

in influencing not only engagement, but also learning outcomes. This is the rationale

for exploring GTS as an engagement measure in this article. More generally, this

novel approach offers two benefits. Firstly, this approach advances our understand-

ing of the relation between learners’ closure levels and engagement levels, and, if, in

fact, closure as enacted by students in an instructional learning situation equals

disengagement captured by GTS. Analyzing GTS-means in conjunction with assem-

bly performance scores in the context of visual instructional media that is more or

less narratively inclined makes this explicit. Secondly, this approach furthers our un-

derstanding of the limitations of standardized ways of measuring engagement and

quality assessment methods that pertain to technology mediated learning, such as

in MOOCs, what some may consider the “gamification” of instructional learning.
on.2018.e00660
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2. Method

2.1. Participants

There were 57 participants in total in the study, 25 male, and 32 female. The average

age of the participants was 26 years, all with normal, or corrected to normal, vision.

All participants were students recruited from Dalarna University, and the group con-

sisted mainly of BA-students, with a fewMA-students. About half of the participants

consisted of a mixed group of Engineering/Technology/Economics students, while

the rest were media students (TV/Film/Graphic Design/Commercials Production/

Music Production). The participants were randomly approached (on campus) and as-

signed to three stimuli groups: a structural diagram group (N ¼ 17), an action dia-

gram group (N¼ 20), and a video group (N¼ 20). All were considered novices with

regard to the assembly task. This assumption was made due to the novel nature of the

solar powered toy to be assembled and not formally assessed. None of the students

were at the time enrolled in the researchers’/teachers’ classes and some were ap-

proached by a third party when this was considered ethically correct. They all

received a movie theater gift certificate (15V value) for their participation regardless

of whether their data was used or not. All participants gave informed consent (one

pre experiment and one post experiment). Since 7 participants who were intended

to be part of the study generated extremely inferior calibration, or did not sign the

release forms (post experiment), their data sets were discarded. This explains the un-

even numbers of participants in the groups. The participants were not aware of the

purpose of the study when viewing, but were informed afterwards in writing, and

they confirmed the use of their generated data by written consent. Data on the par-

ticipants’ educational background and mother tongue was also captured, in order to

be able to (later) discriminate between possible background factors influencing the

viewing data.
2.2. Instruments

The stimuli were run with SMI Experiment Centre 3.4.119 software. This is a table

mounted eye-tracker (not a mobile one). No stimulus was deemed potentially harm-

ful. We used a 9-point calibration with 4-point validation to ensure good data, even

at the screen edges. This was considered critical, since one of the stimuli consists of

moving images in which the AoIs (Areas of Interests) move around, and sometimes

end up close to the edges of the video frames. Any participant who generated

extremely inferior calibration was not included in this article. The eye movements

were recorded with a SMI RED250 stationary eye-tracker, sampling eye data at

120 Hz, with iViewX 2.8.26. The video material was generated at 25 frames per sec-

ond and screened on a computer screen, Dell P2211, driven by a NVIDIA GeForce

GT440 video card, in 1680x1050 px resolution and mp4 codec (SMI default). Light

emittance was measured to 90 cd/m2 (at brightness level 65%, and contrast level
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75%) for a 255-255-255 white screen. The viewing position was 60e80 cms from

the screen.
2.3. Materials

Three kinds of visual stimuli were designed in the study: a structural diagram

showing how the individual parts of a solar powered toy should be assembled; a sin-

gle page action diagram showing how the toy should be assembled step-by-step; and,

lastly, a live action video based on the diagrams (see Fig. 1). The visual stimuli were

inspired by the technical documentation included in the box containing the solar

powered toy, courtesy of 6 In 1 Educational Solar Kit. All three stimuli were de-

signed on the information equivalence premise to avoid incomparable content as rec-

ommended by Tversky et al. (2002) and Ganier and de Vries (2016). First the

structural diagram was designed, this is the diagram that the most resemble the 6

In 1 Educational Solar Kit original instruction. The diagrams were designed and pro-

duced by Peter Johansson, an expert in Graphic Design and informative illustrations

at a Swedish university, with a distinct engineering and design profile. The LAV was

produced by Per Erik Eriksson (the corresponding author of this article), a former

professional videographer and TV-producer. The diagrams were made from a user’s

point of view (“POV”) perspective. Presumably, this facilitates an error-free assem-

bly process, since it enables the assembler to more easily relate his/her assembly pro-

cess to the depicted object’s different parts, and the progression towards an object as

a completed unified whole. The black and white diagrams were made in a two-

vantage point perspective, and two thicknesses of lines are used, where the thicker

line is used to give the object a distinct shape and volume (Richards et al., 2007). In

comparison with the LAV (that has color), there were no indications of human be-

ings, such as hands in the drawings. Neither the diagrams, nor the video, employ text

and audio. Few modalities allow fairly simple distinctions and comparisons to be

made between the groups. The video was recorded on an HVX201 Panasonic

HD-camcorder, 1080i resolution at 25 frames per second (fps). The video was 2

mins. and 17 secs. long. Its sequences basically adhere to the steps in the action di-

agram, and were designed to mimic the diagrams in their overall simplicity, their

POV-perspective and framing, i.e. close-ups. It manifests techniques and design

choices considered best practice within the field of instructional LAVs, and exhibits

soft, high-key lighting, sharp focus, correct exposure, consistent framing and angles.

See stills of stimuli in Fig. 1.
2.4. Procedure

First, the participants were asked to settle down for a moment, in order for all those

participating to “assume a similar state of mind” (Holmqvist et al., 2011, p.115).

Then, all participants were informed that they were to look at a visual assembly
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instruction on a computer screen, and afterwards they were expected to assemble the

object depicted in the instruction. The participants viewed one of the visual instructions

(1e3) each, one participant at a time, comfortably seated in front of the screen and the

speakers. This is what we consider study-time. The lab setting was configured with a

wall-screen in between the participant and the researcher, in order to avoid disturbance

to the participant when running the experiment. After the eye-tracking sessions, the par-

ticipants were asked to assemble the toy. They were allowed to (re-) study the diagram

while attempting to assemble the toy. This was considered amore ecologically valid sit-

uation. They were given the following instructions: “The goal is to assemble this item

andmake it complete as per the instructions you justwatched. If you feel that you cannot

assemble the object, you are free to discontinue at any point. If you like, you are allowed

to consult the instruction on the laptop computer in front of you during the build.” Ac-

cording to Boucheix and Forestier (2017), providing learners with instructions such as

these will facilitate more ecologically valid learning assessments. The observed build

was recorded on the Panasonic HVX 201 and on the Apple’s iSight, on the laptop com-

puter used during the build. After the build, all participants were debriefed, in order for

the researchers to identify possible reasons for uneasiness, discontent and/or disengage-

ment. Apart from a few comments that concerned the power cords to the solar panel that

were difficult to attach (possibly an aspect of task difficulty), no relevant data was ob-

tained from the debriefing protocols and is therefore not included in the data analysis

of this article. The viewing session and the assembly session, including settle down

time and debriefing, normally lasted about 30 minutes for each participant.

The study/research project was checked by the authors for ethical aspects, according

to the local Bill-of-Self-Audit (Dalarna University Research Ethics Committee,

2008), and passed all stipulated criteria. Neither procedure nor stimuli was unethical

in regard to Dalarna University research standards.
2.5. Pilot study

A pilot study (Eriksson et al., 2014) was conducted in order to assure key measure-

ments’ validity and reliability as well as to check the design of study’s robustness.

One indirect result of the pilot study was that the action diagram design was consid-

ered to be of overall low quality. In the pilot study, the action diagram group’s per-

formance was very poor and the learners commented on the action diagram’s overall

poor design that was of the multiple (and separate) pages kind. Consequently, the

action diagram ended up being redesigned and made to fit into one page only.

This one page design is the one employed in the current study.

In the pilot-study, number of reviews-data during assembly time was collected, i.e.

how many times the participants revisited the stimulus displayed on the laptop com-

puter in front of them with their eyes during assembly. However, in the pilot study

we could not delineate any patterns or and establish any correlations with regards to
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number of reviews and learners’ performance. Hence this measure is not part of the

analysis in the current study. It is also important to note that the pilot-study in ques-

tion features other ET-measures that when combined make up GTS. The pilot-study

also represents a slightly different research focus in comparison to the current study

since it thematically revolved around the learning implications of learners’ detailed

versus focused viewing behavior (cf. Holsanova, 2001).
2.6. Data analysis e Measures from eye-tracking data

Gaze time on screen (GTS) was calculated from the participants’ data sets by

analyzing their individual eye-tracking timelines. GTS-scores were calculated by

dividing the sum of time for saccades and fixations by total stimuli time, i.e. time

looking at the visual instruction on the screen. Stimuli time, or study time, is total

time watching the visual instruction in question (N ¼ 3), from the onset of the

screening of the stimuli in question, until the end of the screening of it, or when

the participant finished looking at it. In other words, stimuli time/study-time does

not include the time the learners spent or did not spend with the stimuli during as-

sembly. This optional, second review time during assembly appeared to vary greatly

(just as it did in the pilot-study). Some learners chose not to consult the instructions

at all during assembly. However, the duration or/and impact of this optional review

during assembly was neither measured nor analyzed.
2.7. Data analysis e Calculating correct GTS-scores

In order to ensure that the GTS-scores were valid and reliable in psychometric terms

we needed to make sure that the GTS-scores reflected human behavior associated

with the phenomenon that is being investigated (learners’ visual engagement). In

other words, we needed to make sure that the loss of data e which lowers the

GTS-scores e during study time reflected relevant offline behavior not other kinds

of offline behavior. For example, it turned out that some students/learners stopped

looking at the stimuli before the screening had ended. Some got up and left to

assemble the toy before study time was supposed to stop. This time the computer

counted as (GTS-) offline time, which is incorrect. Some learners’ ET-timelines

also included time that the ET-computer had mislabeled as offline time that, when

scrutinized, was associated with the learner looking away from the screen talking

about irrelevant matters (for example asking the researcher questions about what

he/she should do next). Consequently, in some cases, we manually subtracted

what the ET-computer considered offline time from the GTS-scores, i.e. making

task time/study-time shorter. In one case we did the reverse, we replaced what the

computer considered offline time with online time, since it was obvious that the

participant was looking at the stimuli during that so called offline time. In this

case this had to do with an odd reflection on the participant’s eyeglasses that resulted
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in that the ET-computer mislabeled online time for offline time. Still, subtraction of

offline time was more common than the addition of online time among the partici-

pants’ data sets. The average subtraction (all participants) was 1,07 seconds. If we

consider the participants that were associated with adjusted data sets (not all partic-

ipants’ data sets were adjusted), the average adjustment was 3,32 seconds.

The tool in SMI Experiment Centre 3.4.119 software that was used to calculate the

GTS-sets (“GTS score”) was Event Statistics. In Event Statistics we used the func-

tion Stimulus Statistics in order to extract the data of the measures tracking ratio and

duration. In order to establish correct GTS-scores we verified tracking ratio-data and

duration-data with the ET-computer’s video recordings (w. both audio and video in

most cases) of the participants, their Line graphs (i.e. the participants’ eye-

movement timelines) and their Bee Swarm patterns (i.e. gaze hit patterns).
2.8. Data analysis e Measures from observational video

A global assembly, build error count was administered. Only errors that were attrib-

utable to the visual instructions were included. Since the instructions feature an ob-

ject to be assembled, all errors relate to the object’s assembly connection points.

There are 10 connection points in total:

1. White cable (connection point 1)

2. White cable (connection point 2)

3. Green cable (connection point 1)

4. Green cable (connection point 2)

5. Propeller

6. Tail fin

7. Solar panel pole (connection point 1)

8. Solar panel pole (connection point 2)

9. Air plane pole (connection point 1)

10. Air plane pole (connection point 2)

Thus, dropping a cord or a part on the floor would not be considered an effect of the

instructional information, whereas putting a part in the wrong place, failing to connect

something properly, could be an effect of the instructional, visual information. Build

errors later corrected during the assembly process were still considered build errors.

For the location of the connection points, see the Structural diagram’s AoIs (Fig. 2).

Overall build time in seconds was derived from the observational video footage.

Build time was considered as the time between the start of the build process and

the end of the build process, i.e. when the participant decided the object was as com-

plete as possible.
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2.9. Statistical analysis method

The statistical analysis method of this article is based on basic comparisons between

the means of the three stimuli groups’ respective build error, build time and GTS-

scores, what we refer to as the students’ “performance”. In addition we employ a

basic correlation analysis based on the same measures/data as well as ANOVA-

tests. The null-hypotheses of the ANOVA are the following:

H0: The means of Build time in the three groups are equal

H0: The means of Build error in the three groups are equal

H0: The means of GTS score in the three groups are equal
3. Results

3.1. GTS effects on performance

According to the ANOVA there was no significant effect of build error at the p< .05

level for the three stimuli groups [F(2, 54) ¼ 1.233, p ¼ 0.299]. There was no sig-

nificant effect of build time at the p < .05 level for the three stimuli groups [F(2, 54)

¼ 2.344, p ¼ 0.106]. There was no significant effect of build error at the p < .05

level for the three stimuli groups [F(2, 54) ¼ 1.306, p ¼ 0.279].
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If we differentiate each stimuli group into two sub groups according to the GTS per-

formance, which is, high GTS and low GTS (higher or lower than mean GTS), there

was no significant effect of build error or build time at the p< .05 level for each stim-

uli groups according to the ANOVA.

We then perform a correlation analysis checking the correlation between build error/

build e time and GTS in the group as a whole (N ¼ 57) and the different groups,

respectively. See Table 1.

If we do not consider the possible influence from the specific stimuli, and check the

correlation between GTS, build error and build time for the whole 57 observations.

The correlation between build error and build time is small, while the correlation be-

tween GTS and build error, GTS and build time are negative, and that they are sta-

tistically significant (p < 0.05).

When we look at the groups separately, weak correlations are found in general,

except that, in Action diagram, there is negative correlation between build error

and build time. In Structural diagram, strong negative correlation was found statis-

tically significant (p < 0.05) between GTS and build time.

Remember, correlation refers to the extent to which the examined two variables have

a linear relationship with each other, not causation, as other variables may be

affecting the relationship between the two variables of interest.
3.2. Learning performance and GTS-scores

Table 2 shows the mean, standard deviation and the standard error of the mean of

build error, build time and GTS-scores in the different stimuli groups. The Action

diagram group has the highest mean build error, while the Video group has the
Table 1. Correlation coefficients between GTS, build error and build time

without differentiating stimuli groups and differentiating stimuli groups.

Build error Build time GTS

All Build error 1 0.1 �0.29*
Build time
GTS

1 �0.31*
1

Structural diagram Build error 1 0.42 �0.36
Build time
GTS

1 �0.73*
1

Action diagram Build error 1 �0.28 �0.22
Build time
GTS

1 �0.08
1

Video Build error 1 0.19 �0.32
Build time
GTS

1 �0.28
1

Note: p < 0.05 is noted by *.
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lowest. With regard to build time, the Action diagram group again has the highest

mean value, while the Structural group has the lowest build time, but with largest

spread. The standard deviations for all groups in build error and build time are fairly

large, which means in each stimuli group there are a number of participants who per-

formed toward one extreme or the other. On the other hand, this indicates that the

assignation of the participants to each stimuli group is fairly balanced. Overall,

the Structural diagram group and the Video group outperformed the Action

diagram-group, both in build error and build time. As for the GTS scores, all three

stimuli groups have a mean value that is approximately equal. The standard devia-

tions for all groups in GTS score are small and very similar. This indicates that the

data sets that were consulted in order to calculate the GTS-scores were rather homog-

enous across the groups.
4. Discussion

Research into the efficacy of different kinds of visual instructions has been extensive,

and commonly focuses on signaling designs within a particular instructional genre,

or the affordances of transient media versus static media. This article also belongs to

this strain of research, but differs in that it categorizes visual instructions that are nar-

ratives as representing distinct degrees of closure requirements, and evaluates them

by relating them to users’GTS-scores, in addition to conventional performance mea-

sures. The basic finding, here, is that visual attention disengagement, on the whole,

does not appear to be a very detrimental behavior when trying to learn from proce-

dural, visual, screen-based, instructions. This seems to be consistent with the

diagram-based, assessment study of Ozcelik et al. (2010) that found that longer fix-

ation times do not always lead to higher performance. Moreover, this basic finding

appears to validate ET-scholar Duchowski’s claim that attention is not necessarily

linked to foveal gaze direction (Duchowski, 2007, p 12) and the common claim

by psychologists that seeing is a mental affair. All in all, the aforementioned results
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of build error, build time and GTS in

respective stimuli groups.

Measure Stimuli group

Structural diagram
(N [ 17)

Action diagram
(N [ 20)

Video
(N [ 20)

Build error Mean 2.06 2.85 1.7
SD 2.045 2.833 2.08

Build time (s) Mean 222.353 298.05 239.45
SD 125.807 112.053 102.455

GTS score Mean 0.876 0.896 0.920
SD 0.08 0.095 0.074
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shed some important light on previous inconclusive and seemingly inconsistent re-

sults in the field of learning and instructions, with regards to the fact that increased

visual attention does not always lead to learners’ increased performance and under-

standing, although the basic assumption is that it should.
4.1. The GTS Measure’s validity

We designed three types of visual, procedural instructions, depicting an assembly

instruction and tested their respective efficacies on a group of learners (N ¼ 57).

The video-group and the structural diagram-group outperformed the action

diagram-group. We then established the learners’ GTS-scores and the groups’

respective GTS-means. Following this, we analyzed the learners’ assembly-

performance in relation to their GTS-scores. We predicted that the distribution of

GTS-scores was to be relatively balanced among the stimuli groups (N ¼ 3). The

similar GTS-means and the results from the ANOVA show that there is no signifi-

cant difference among these three groups. This finding suggests that GTS-scores are

not a direct consequence of type of stimuli, and do not reflect the diversity and/or

complexity of the learning materials used, i.e. their respective element interactivity,

but are due to some external factors. This is fortunate since GTS as an engagement

measure may only prove useful (i.e. valid) if it circumvents some of the evaluation

related constraints caused by the diversity and complexity of screen-based media

interfaces.

However, it turns out that it is rather difficult to calculate correct GTS-scores. This

radically lessens its potential usefulness as an automatized engagement measure in

the screen-mediated instructional context. It also remains a challenge to decide

what GTS-scores should be considered low and what scores should be considered

high in the visual, screen-based instructional setting. In this study, the video group

has the highest average GTS-scores. The video group also has the highest perfor-

mance levels with regards to the build error measure. However, it is by no means

for certain that the video group’s performance has anything to do with GTS-scores.
4.2. The live action video advantage

In the case of the video group, it is likely that this group’s superior performance has

to do with the procedural motor advantage (Hooijdonk and Krahmer, 2008; H€offler

and Leutner, 2007) rather than focused eye movement behavior. We suggest that the

video’s efficacy is due to the activation learners’ mirror neurons, what J.C. Castro-

Alonso et al. (2015) discuss in terms of the activation of embodied cognitive systems

and the human movement effect. This finding is consistent with the idea that instruc-

tional support tools that feature real people who make actual real movements (in this

case hand movements), which, in turn, exhibit naturally occurring cues and signals,

have the capacity to free up learners’ cognitive recourses (cf. Paas and Sweller,
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2012). In addition, it is likely that that such indexical video content facilitate more or

less effortless visual decoding (cf. Kaiser et al., 2012). With regards to this, it seems

likely that the LAV-medium in of itself trigger focused behavior, i.e. that recorded

human movement captures attention (Franconeri and Simmons, 2005). Considering

the sheer amount of live action video-based how-to videos (there are more than half a

billion of how-to videos on YouTube), this may be considered an important aspect of

video mediated instructional efforts in general. Yet, the effect of viewers’ on-target

visual attention on learning and performance is probably relatively small.

More generally, the relatively high performance scores of the video-group implies

that live action instructional videos may leverage mediated, procedural learning ef-

forts, and should therefore not be clumped together, as is often the case, with all sorts

of other kinds of “videos” commonly regarded as on-line learning fads but which

mostly hinder learning. Hence, the findings in question ascertain that well-known,

laboratory-based, results that pertain to the video medium’s ability to leverage

learners’ procedural understanding, especially ones that study the display of hand-

movements, generalize to what can be considered more ecological, learning settings,

i.e. settings that allow for both pre-screening and simultaneous screening/

performing.
4.3. The structural diagram advantage

The participants (N ¼ 57) in the stimuli groups that have lower than the mean GTS-

scores would not show that much worse performance levels than the participants

with higher than the mean GTS-scores, except for the Structural group in build

time. In this article, the importance of brief build times may be questioned since

the visual instructions that are investigated in this article primarily aim to show

how to assemble an object correctly, not quickly. Still, this intriguing result may

shed some light on how the efficacies of instructional visual designs that require little

“closure” (McCloud, 1993) are leveraged by high GTS-scores. However, the ques-

tion remains, why this manifests itself in brief build times and not few build errors?

Moreover, it is a little odd that the other kind of visual instruction that is similar in

that it also requires low levels of closure e the live action video e is not associated

with the same kind of potentially GTS-driven influence.
4.4. The action diagram disadvantage

Specifically, the findings of this article seem to indicate that suboptimal designerly

efforts are unlikely to be compensated for by increased screen online time by

learners. This is to suggest that the suboptimal performance levels associated with

the action diagram group are not related to GTS-scores, but that the top GTS-

scorers have similar overall low performance levels, in comparison with the low

GTS scorers, due to the action diagram’s questionable efficacy or quality. This
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highlights the necessity of designerly ways to manage element interactivity and is to

infer that a subpar instructional design is equally bad for all types of visual behavior.

This is to infer that it is entirely possible that one key moderating variable with re-

gard to the action diagram group’s performance, is, in fact, efficacy, or quality of

instructional design. In any case, we suggest it is unlikely that these poor perfor-

mance levels are due to low GTS-scores, since the action diagram type, just as

with comics, naturally invite closure-related behavior (cf. McCloud, 1993). Howev-

er, to what degree certain visual behavior decoding styles/cognitive styles impact

this, remains to be tested (cf. Holsanova, 2001; H€offler et al., 2017). The main

instructional implication of this is primarily a cautionary one, and admittedly not

new: if design principles and purposeful instructional strategies in the digital educa-

tion settings are disregarded, dutiful and motivated students’ efforts will be wasted.

In other words, the low performance scores of the action diagram group put into

question the assumed efficacy of the action diagram format, a presentation format

often championed by scholars of instructions (Daniel and Tversky, 2012), profes-

sional designers of visual instructions, and several well-known electronics, building

supply and home furnishings corporations.
4.5. Limitations and future directions

Visual design elements, however subtle they may be, vie for our “undivided atten-

tion” (Stafford, 2016). However, it is not in the scope of this article to elaborate on

various possible moderating factors that can be linked to specific, and often subtle,

design elements. This brings us to the one major caveat with regards to using GTS as

an engagement measure, namely, its crudeness. Therefore, further repeated experi-

ments to collect more data for examination would be preferable in validating the cur-

rent results, and in identifying possible external and hidden factors, such as, for

example, learners’ ability levels. Visual strategizing might here also be a factor

that, in effect, conditions online/offline time, for instance, global eye movement

behavior common in familiarization phases may influence GTS-scores. Similarly,

it is also a possibility that certain eye-movement behavior that results in more or

less distinct offline/online patterns, might be attributable to prior-knowledge levels

(Taub et al., 2014), and/or cognitive styles (H€offler et al., 2017). However, once

again, answers to questions such as these could only be established in studies that

allow for a more detailed analysis with a much greater number of data streams

than the relatively limited number of data streams available for analysis in this

article. Studies of greater scope that include other informants than solely students

might also be able to confirm or reject the results presented in this study, and

make them more or less generalizable to the general public. More generally, we

expect that future studies that involve other instructional media types than live action

videos and diagrams will establish whether the findings of this study are of limited

relevance, or have far-reaching implications for the screen-based, visual,
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instructional field as a whole. In summary, then, the value GTS as an engagement

measure possibly could add within the technology mediated learning milieu needs

to be explored in more detail.
4.6. Conclusion

In spite of the GTS measure’s validity (it does not appear to be stimuli contingent),

and the appealing ease of use aspects, in a technological sense, we can conclude that

there are many factors that impact on learning performance in the screen-based vi-

sual instructional situation. Offline and online ratios are therefore unlikely to provide

perfectly reliable silver-bullet data that may say something of great value with

respect to learners’ engagement across different media platforms. Just as with

gaze trackers in fancy automobiles, data from such devices probably says very little

about how engaging it is to drive a car, any car (although, admittedly, this remains to

be tested, see Kapitaniak, B. et al., 2015 for a review). In other words, GTS-scores

appear to be a media independent engagement measure, and, in this context, this is a

redeeming aspect, but is not reliable, it says very little about learners’ engagement.

There is a reciprocal and intertwined relation between instructional design and visual

attention. This relationship is complex. Weighing the practicality of GTS as an

engagement measure against its potential drawbacks, including its privacy implica-

tions, we conclude that GTS when used as an engagement measure captures some

aspects of this complexity. Concretely, GTS-informed assessment methods may pro-

vide a straightforward means for delineating engagement levels in instructional sit-

uations that feature structural diagrams, if, and when, learners’ quick assembly

durations are considered to be a success factor. Thereby, the exploration of GTS

as engagement measure in this article potentially increases the capacity of educators

to help students and leverage desired learning outcomes, in certain computer medi-

ated instructional activities.
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